Meetup: Building an AI Recognition App with Node.js and Watson Visual Recognition

We're excited to announce a new meetup! IBM is working alongside MobileMonday is to present new events, starting in May. First up, "Building an AI Recognition App with Node.js and Watson Visual Recognition".

Dennis Ashby, Director of IBM's Developer Advocacy Team in the IBM Cloud Integration Business, will teach how to build Apps that combine Node.js and Watson Visual Recognition, Swift, and Google's Geo-Location APIs. He'll also share some best practices and techniques.

Read more >>>

Video: Using LoopBack to Connect, Create
and More at Wordnik

Watch this video from March's JS.LA to learn how to connect LoopBack to your datasource, how to create a model, how to add a custom method and more! Erin McKean gives you the info.

Watch the video >>>

Announcing LoopBack 4 Developer Preview 2

Since the release of Developer Preview #1 in November 2017, the LoopBack team have been focusing on adding features for application developers to define and implement REST APIs with Controllers and Repositories. We also continue to improve the core modules of the framework, such as Decorator/Metadata and Context/Dependency Injection. A lot of efforts are put into documentation and developer productivity. We’re pleased to announce that Developer Preview #2 of LoopBack 4 is now available!
Node.js News

- April 2018 Release Updates from the Node.js Project
- What’s New in the Node.js 10 JavaScript Runtime

OpenAPI Spec News

- LoopBack 4 Upgrades from Swagger to OpenAPI 3.0.0

What's Next?

- Look at API Microgateway, the developer-focused, extensible Node.js gateway framework for enforcing access to microservices and APIs.
- Learn how streamline development of cloud-native apps with Microclimate.
- Broadcast your Node.js and LoopBack skills on LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter with IBM Open Badges.

Upcoming Events

In addition to the meetup described in our main story, see the StrongLoop Events Page for our full schedule of meetups and events.
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